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Only In Your Dreams
So it was a Tuesday and I was sleeping in class because it was English Literature and well
honestly that’s just what usually happens. Before I dozed off I vaguely remember that the class
meeting was on something about England and novels and maybe some person named Jane. I
even think that there may have been talk about some kind of special period or some specific
age but I don’t really know for sure since I pretty much passed out early on. Normally I don’t
think that I fall asleep so fast but I’m sure after I just explained what the class was about that
it’s understandable (no offense professor Lewis, but I’m sort of into a little more action kind of
stuff). Anyway, I’m not really sure what my point was exactly but I’m really tired so I think I’ll
come back to this essay in a little bit…[Hey, so this is Julia. I’m Julio’s sister. He’s kind of being
ornery and super lazy right now so I was feeling somewhat creative and decided that I would
maybe write his paper for him, tell him that he actually did finish it even though he will just
barely remember finishing it since he didn’t actually and then he’ll turn it in. He never even
initially proofreads anyway. What can I say? He’s ridiculous. So here’s the essay Julio would
not have written except if he was a girl and if he was awake and if he actually thought singing
and dancing was pretty cool and that pirates and/or ninjas could ever be friends.]

There was this pirate whose name was, we’ll call him Julius. He was actually just this
inane dude who liked to pretend he was a pirate. Every day he would make his friends come
over and practice sword-fighting with him. None of them were as enthusiastic as he was about
nailing this hobby so he never really had any kind of real challenge posed to him by them. Then
one day he was practicing his awesome swordsmanship in the park when he saw a white goat.
First of all, he thought that was super strange but for some reason felt compelled to follow
straight after it when it ran away from him. The goat had him go into this nearby forest where
he stumbled into a cave. After wandering around in the cave for a couple hours, Julius decided
it was too cold so he spent another hour trying to find his way out of the cave. Eventually he
tired of wandering and eventually found his way out but realized that this wasn’t the same
place anymore. And honestly, he might not have really noticed if it hadn’t been for the giant,
looming waterfall over to the left of where he was standing. Confused but curious, Julius
undaunted decided to go exploring. Putting his sword back into his belt, Julius began to go
search the forest. At first he was excited but after about fourteen minutes he started to get
mad at and tired of all the leaves. That was when he heard the singing for the first time. He
even was actually quite intrigued since one of his majors in college had also been music with
a concentration in singing. This wasn’t exactly information that he generally shared with only
trusted people. Actually it wasn’t information that he ever shared with anyone in reality.
It wasn’t that he was ashamed of his educational background but most people just
didn’t appreciate his unique cultural sensitivities. Needless to say when he got closer and
realized that not only was there a group of singers living in the forest but they were pirates!
Julius could tell just by looking at their totally awesome outfits. His first instinct was to bust in

on the party but then his second instinct was that he didn’t know who the heck these pirates
were and if they were friendly at all. I mean sure they were singing and may have looked pretty
awesome but for all he knew they might want to kill him or something. But then he realized
again that he was dressed like a pirate too so he should easily be able to incorporate himself
into their band. But then again maybe it might be too late in the day to introduce himself as
just some wandering pirate. But then again they were singing pretty loudly even though it was
dark outside. And when did it get dark anyway? While Julius was thinking about all of this the
decision about whether or not he should go meet these pirates was taken out of his hands since
the pirates ended up coming to him. After the initial expected hostilities of finding someone
spying on them, the pirates were actually quite congenial and quite friendly. Julius couldn’t
believe his good luck. Finally he had found a group of people that could understand him.
Living with the pirates made Julius not want to go back to his own world since everyday
they would wake up and immediately practice singing. It was pretty much like living in a
musical. They had a choir, a glee club, a quartet and every kind of singing group imaginable.
They just all happened to be pirates with ridiculously amazing singing voices. Eventually Julius
discovered that there was a life outside of singing in the pirate cove though. After having spent
a week living with the pirate glee club, Julius began to wander around the forest searching for a
place to practice his solos when he chanced upon a mysterious lagoon. Being very naturally
curious, Julius decided to walk towards it. But before he could even get near it, something
came from out of nowhere and knocked him so hard to the ground that he passed out. When
he woke up he found himself tied up sitting under a tree. He heard music but didn’t hear any
singing and that’s when he realized what had happened. He had been attacked by a ninja. That

would explain why he hadn’t seen his attacker. Julius wanted to punch himself for being so
foolish but then realized that it wouldn’t really help.
As he was sitting trying to devise a plan he suddenly felt a tap on his shoulder. Again, he
was taken by surprise but then realized he shouldn’t have been surprised about anything since
he was after all in a ninja camp. Then a ninja came up from behind him and began talking to
him. She said her name was Jewel and she was tired of all the subterfuge and the hiding and
the sneakiness that she had to go through all the time. And it wasn’t that she didn’t mind being
totally sneaky or invisible or didn’t like all the really cool stuff that ninjas got to do, but just that
it really wasn’t conducive towards the fact that she wanted to be a dancer. Julius wasn’t sure
why she was telling him all this but since he didn’t exactly have a choice as to whether or not to
listen since he couldn’t even cover his ears if he had wanted to which by now he didn’t really
want to and was actually interested in hearing her story, the whole point of all of it was a moot
point anyway. And it didn’t actually take Julius very long at all to fall in love with this beautiful
ninja. Granted, he couldn’t really see her entire face since she still kind of had a mask on but
she had a pretty voice. At least he knew that about her and about half her life story as well.
He was so mesmerized that he almost forgot that pirates and ninjas were enemies. As
soon as he remembered that he wanted to kick himself. How could he let himself fall in love
with a ninja? His pirate friends would never accept her. Even if she did have a nice voice and
probably could sing a lovely alto in addition to any dancing skills she might have. Julius had
never imagined that he would ever end up being a star-crossed lover but here it was.
Eventually, Jewel stopped talking and just sat down next to Julius and told him how he was

unusually quiet for a pirate. Julius was so infatuated that he nearly forgot how to speak but
eventually words came to him that he began to tell her that he wasn’t a truly authentic pirate
but that he thought he was actually from another world and had accidentally stumbled upon
this world after following a mysterious white goat into a cave. He didn’t really know how it had
happened just that it had. He went on to explain that he had always wanted to be a pirate for
as long as he could remember. Then he told her that he didn’t care for the fact that ninjas and
pirates were supposed to be enemies, partly since he had ever wanted to be a pirate but mostly
he had just felt that way ever since he had met her.
Suddenly Jewel told him that she needed to leave before the other ninjas saw her
talking to him. It wasn’t until after she left that Julius remembered that he was still tied up.
But honestly, even though he was still tied up he was too preoccupied in thought to really care.
At least until one of his fellow singing pirate friends came along to rescue him. Part of him
wanted to go back with the pirate but another part of him wanted to try and find the beautiful
ninja girl but then realized since she was a ninja the chances of him ever finding her wasn’t very
likely so he decided just to console himself with the fact that he would probably never see her
again, quite literally. He went back to camp with his fellow pirate friend rather depressed
about life. He felt so depressed that he almost didn’t feel like singing, but he still sang
something akin to depressing love songs until the pirates around him wished he wouldn’t sing
at all. After about a week of this kind of behavior, the other pirates decided they needed to
have an intervention. They weren’t exactly thrilled about him being in love with a ninja and all
but didn’t see why it couldn’t hurt to try and find the ninjas once and for all just so he could see
how ridiculous he was being.

So the pirates went off on an adventure to find the ninjas, knowing quite well that their
endeavor was probably hopeless since Ninjas are basically invisible. How do you find an
invisible opponent? Luckily for them they didn’t have to go very far when Jewel appeared, of
course, out of nowhere telling the pirates they should turn back before the other ninjas came
and attacked. The other pirates had no problem with that but Julius decided to stand his
ground and tell Jewel of his undying love for her. He acknowledged that even though he had
never seen her that he loved her anyway and didn’t care that she was a deadly ninja or that she
came from a deadly ninja family that could probably kill him quite easily since they were
invisible and all. And he said some other things. After hearing all of it, Jewel was quite moved
and decided to take off her ninja mask. She couldn’t believe that he had such insight into her
life like that and decided that she didn’t care what her family thought, that it was okay for her
to love him back. Then all of a sudden out of nowhere, of course, all of her ninja friends and
family came down out of somewhere and told Jewel that they had been listening the whole
time and that they were moved by what the young pirate had said and so if the two young
people wanted to be together then by golly they should do it. So there you have it. The story
of how the singing pirate and the dancing ninja met and fell and love and lived happily ever
after. The End.
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